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Fast Analysis of a Large-Scale Inductive Interconnect
by Block-Structure-Preserved Macromodeling

Hao Yu, Member, IEEE, Chunta Chu, Yiyu Shi, Student Member, IEEE, David Smart, Member, IEEE,
Lei He, Senior Member, IEEE, and Sheldon X.-D. Tan, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—To efficiently analyze the large-scale interconnect
dominant circuits with inductive couplings (mutual inductances),
this paper introduces a new state matrix, called VNA, to stamp
inverse-inductance elements by replacing inductive-branch cur-
rent with flux. The state matrix under VNA is diagonal-dominant,
sparse, and passive. To further explore the sparsity and hierarchy
at the block level, a new matrix-stretching method is introduced
to reorder coupled fluxes into a decoupled state matrix with
a bordered block diagonal (BBD) structure. A corresponding
block-structure-preserved model-order reduction, called BVOR,
is developed to preserve the sparsity and hierarchy of the BBD
matrix at the block level. This enables us to efficiently build and
simulate the macromodel within a SPICE-like circuit simulator.
Experiments show that our method achieves up to 7 faster
modeling building time, up to 33 faster simulation time, and
as much as 67 smaller waveform error compared to SAPOR [a
second-order reduction based on nodal analysis (NA)] and PACT
(a first-order 2 2 structured reduction based on modified NA).

Index Terms—Circuit simulation, high-speed interconnect
model, model-order reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NDUCTANCE is important in the analysis of high-perfor-
mance interconnects [1]–[6]. For the system in a package

(SiP) design, the chip–package codesign, and the analog/RF de-
sign beyond 60 GHz, there exists a huge amount of intercon-
nects from package tracings, C4 bumps, on-chip power grids,
buses, high-speed clock nets, and parasitics with a strong elec-
tromagnetic coupling. To ensure signal and power integrity, a
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complete model from all interconnects needs to be ex-
tracted from the layout, which leads to a network with the large-
scale complexity. Model-order reduction is one technique to re-
duce the complexity. Most previous model-order reduction ap-
proaches [7]–[16], however, ignored the structure information
of state matrices. Utilizing the tree structure, rapid intercon-
nect circuit evaluator (RICE) [17] provided a fast macromod-
eling for trees by tree traversal. However, the show stopper
for many fast simulation algorithms like RICE arises from mu-
tual inductors. As magnetic coupling is a long-range effect, it
makes each pair of branch currents coupled and destroys the
structure benefit from trees. As such, there is a need to develop
a fast model-order reduction algorithm that can explore the ge-
netic matrix structure such as sparsity, hierarchy, and latency.
The first step is the sparsification of the mutual inductance.

An inductor is defined with respect to a loop current. The
switching from multiple adjacent currents causes difficulties
when attempting to exactly specify a return path that composes
the loop. The partial-element equivalent circuit (PEEC) model
[18] describes one partial inductance with one piece of branch
current through the metal and assumes its induced current
at infinity. This results in a modified nodal analysis (MNA)
[19], [20] with the state variable of a branch-inductive current,
describing the partial inductance. In the PEEC model, each
partial inductance has coupling (mutual inductance) with each
other, and hence, the state matrix becomes dense with a large
number of fill-ins.

An efficient model-order reduction thereby needs to first
sparsify the dense inductance matrix. Unlike the capacitance
matrix, since the magnetic coupling is determined by the
long-range vector potential [21], [22], the extracted inductance
matrix is not diagonal-dominant. Sparsifying directly
thereby leads to an instable state matrix. Recently, people found
that matrix is more diagonal-dominant [2], [6], [16] than

, and hence, can be more effectively sparsified while
preserving stability. Existing model-order reductions [7]–[10],
[12], [14]–[16] directly worked on the dense inductance matrix

. However, they become inefficient if is not stably sparsi-
fied. On the other hand, there is no method similar to the MNA
that can passively stamp into the state matrix. A non-
passive stamping results in a nonpassive reduction [10], [12],
and the reduced model cannot reproduce a stable simulation
result. To passively reduce the linear circuit containing ,
ENOR [11] stamped the nodal susceptance ( ,
and is the incident matrix for inductance). This results in
a passive second-order system described by the nodal anal-
ysis (NA) matrix. SAPOR further improved the accuracy of
orthonormalization by a second-order Arnoldi method [13].
Since most circuit simulators such as SPICE [20] assume a

1063-8210/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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first-order MNA during the numerical transient integration, a
reduced macromodel in the second-order form by ENOR or
SAPOR cannot be reconnected with the remaining nonlinear
devices into SPICE.

After sparsifying the long-range magnetic coupling, the
resulting loosely coupled network can be partitioned fur-
ther to take the advantage of sparsity and hierarchy at the block
level. With the use of a split congruence transformation, PACT
first explored the 2 2 matrix structure of MNA [9]. The nodal
voltage and branch current of the reduced system can be solved
separately. SPRIM [14] further related the reciprocity of the
second-order system to the first-order system. Using the split
congruence transformation, the reduced system preserves the
reciprocity, and hence, can match two times as many moments
as PRIMA [10]. To further explore the hierarchy at the block
level, a genetic block-structure-preserving macromodeling
(BSMOR) is introduced in [23] to preserve the block-level
sparsity and hierarchy during the reduction. However, the
consideration of magnetic couplings between blocks is still
unknown.

For large-scale inductive interconnects, this paper explores
the block-level sparsity and hierarchy that can reduce computa-
tional cost during model-order reduction when generating and
simulating a macromodel. Its contributions are twofold. First,
using a new state variable of flux instead of the inductive-branch
current to stamp elements, we introduce a new modified
nodal analysis, called VNA, in this paper. Compared to the tra-
ditional MNA with dense , our VNA with has a better
diagonal-dominance. As such, VNA is not only easier when ex-
ploring the sparsity, but is also formulated to preserve passivity.
Compared to the traditional NA state matrix, our VNA state ma-
trix is in the first-order form. As a result, the VNA state matrix
is definite at and can be easily integrated with other devices
into SPICE.

To utilize the sparsity and hierarchy of the state matrix at the
block level, we further introduce a matrix-stretching method to
build a state matrix with the bordered block diagonal (BBD)
structure. Compared to the previous works [23]–[25], our BBD
decomposition is the first work to consider magnetic couplings
between blocks. The BBD-structure-based solver further re-
duces factorization cost during reduction. We also develop a
generalized split congruence transformation to preserve the
BBD structure, called BVOR, in this paper. Compared to the
previous structured model-order reduction [9], [14], BVOR
aims at preserving more fine-grained structures of the state
matrix. The reduced system preserves not only the reciprocity
and passivity similar to PACT and SPRIM, but also the sparsity
and hierarchy at the block level. As a result, it can be rapidly
factorized by a hybrid dense and sparse matrix solver. Experi-
mental results show that compared to SAPOR, the second-order
reduction method based on NA, our approach is up to 7 faster
to build, 33 faster to analyze, and has up to 67 smaller
waveform error. In addition, compared to PACT, the first-order
reduction method based on MNA with a 2 2 split congruence
transformation, our approach is up to 5 faster to build and
29 faster to analyze.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the background. In Section III, we derive a new
stamping of elements, called VNA, and its corresponding

reduction method, called VOR. In Section IV, we discuss a ma-
trix-stretching method to build the BBD structure and present
a BBD solver. In Section V, we introduce a BBD-structured
model-order reduction, called BVOR. We present experimental
results in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Inductive Interconnect in State Space

An extracted network for an interconnect can be de-
scribed in the state space as follows. We assume that the inter-
connect is driven by the external voltage source as the input
and is probed by the voltage source as the output. Next, we
discuss how to compose the state variable . One obvious
choice is to use the nodal voltage at the terminals of each de-
vice. However, for an inductance or an external voltage source,
the branch currents and have to be used as the state vari-
ables. For an inductor with two terminal nodal voltages and

, it is shorted at , i.e., . As such, the two state
variables and are no longer independent, and a new state
variable is needed by a branch current through the inductor.
Similarly, for an external voltage source , its terminal voltages
are not independent since , and hence, also needs
to be described by a branch current .

Therefore, in frequency domain (s), with the use of the state
variable ,

a first-order state equation can be derived by

(1)

based on the Kirchhoff’s current law/Kirchhoff’s voltage law
(KCL/KVL) and branch equations, where

and

(2)

Here, and and .
is the number of nodal voltage variables, is the number

of branch current variables, and is the number of voltage
sources at the ports. Note that and are incident matrices
that describe the relation between nodal variables and branch
variables. is the adjacent matrix that describes how to select

inputs/outputs from variables. This formulation is called
an MNA [19], [20].

One important property of the aforementioned MNA formu-
lation is that the transposed summations of state matrices are
symmetric and semipositive-definite, i.e., and

. As discussed in [10], this is one of the sufficient
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conditions for a system to be passive. However, if is directly
stamped by the inductive-branch current, and become

(3)

The difference between (2) and (3) is that the state matrix in
(3) does not satisfy the requirement for passivity.

To symmetrically stamp into a passive state matrix, a
second-order system [11], [13] by NA can be used

(4)

The state variable only has the nodal voltage ,
where the inductive-branch current is eliminated as an in-
termediate variable. Moreover, the external source relates the
current flowing at terminals by . In addition, the
nodal susceptance is for inductance. It is ob-
served in [11] and [13] that is symmetric and positive-definite,
and that the intrinsic form in NA [see (4)] has both passivity and
reciprocity. Therefore, with the use of a second-order Arnoldi
orthonormalization, (4) can be reduced by a flat projection ma-
trix with the preserved passivity and reciprocity.

However, compared to the MNA, inductances, independent
voltage sources, and some of the controlled sources cannot be
properly described by NA in the second-order form. For ex-
ample, since an inductor is shorted at , the solution is
indefinite as the NA state matrix is indefinite. Next, as shown
by (4), the state matrix in the NA is denser than the one in the
MNA, and hence, its factorization cost is increased. More im-
portantly, all existing circuit simulators such as SPICE [20] as-
sume a first-order differential algebraic equation (DAE) with a
corresponding local truncation error (LTE) control since the nu-
merical transient integration for a second-order DAE is much
more complicated than the first-order DAE. As such, in order to
enjoy the sparsity of in SPICE, we need to find a first-order
stamping that is also passive.

B. Model-Order Reduction

To take into account the skin effect and for the sake of quasi-
static extraction, the long and thick metal needs to be first dis-
cretized into filaments. This may lead to a large-dimensioned
state space by (1). Model-order reduction is one approach to re-
duce the dimension while preserving accuracy in terms of mo-
ments.

Solving (1) results in a transfer function

(5)

By expanding at some frequency point ,
it can be easily verified that the state variable is contained in a
block Krylov subspace

with two moment generation matrices

The work in [26] relates to the Krylov subspace and the
model-order reduction by the projection as follows.

Lemma 1: If a small-dimensioned matrix
that spans the th-order block Krylov sub-

space is

then applying to project the original system

(6)

the first block moments of the reduced system

expanded at are identical to the original one .
The projection-based model-order reduction is essentially to

construct an invariant subspace that can approximate the dom-
inant system response in terms of the first few moments ex-
panded at . The order determines the accuracy of the reduced
model and depends on both and . A detailed analysis on
how to select can be found in [15] and [27]. Note that PRIMA
[10] applies a block Arnoldi method to construct an orthonor-
malized projection matrix .

In addition, as shown by PACT [9] and PRIMA [10], we state
the following lemma.

Lemma 2: When the input and the output are symmetric, the
reduced model is passive when projected by an orthonor-
malized in a fashion similar to that of the congruence trans-
formation (6).

For the preservation of passivity, this paper makes the same
assumptions for the symmetric inputs and outputs.

Moreover, instead of projecting a flat matrix, PACT [9] and
SPRIM [14] further split the projection matrix into a 2 2
block form

according to the size of and . Such a structured matrix
leads to a projection that preserves the 2 2 MNA structure and
the symmetry of input and output (or reciprocity). Therefore,
the nodal voltage and branch current can be solved separately,
and the number of matched moments is improved in PACT and
SPRIM by two times (input moments + output moments) when
compared to PRIMA.

III. VNA STAMPING OF INVERSE INDUCTANCE

Though it is well known that a second-order system can be
transformed into a first-order system, finding one that preserves
passivity and reciprocity is not easy. In this section, we show
that by using a new state variable, flux , to replace an inductive-
branch current , we can form a first-order stamping of
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that preserves passivity and reciprocity and leads to a passive
reduction similar to PRIMA.

A. Derivation of VNA

The fundamental electromagnetics of inductance [21], [22]
shows the following relation between a magnetic flux , a
branch inductance , and an inductive-branch current :

(7)

Recall that in a PEEC model, the inductive-branch current
composes of a loop with the returned current at infinity. Hence,
both and are defined based on such a loop.

Note that the branch voltage drop at an inductor can be cal-
culated as , or can be selected from the nodal voltage

by . As such, the following relation between the
magnetic flux (branch variable) and the nodal voltage can
be derived by

(8)

Furthermore, the MNA (1) leads to the following two inde-
pendent equations:

(9)

and
(10)

According to (8), (9) becomes

(11)

and (10) becomes

(12)

As a result, a new MNA equation with a first-order admittance
can be obtained

(13)

based on (8) and (12), where

is a new vector of state variables composed by the nodal voltage,
flux, and branch current for the external voltage source. The new
state matrices and become

(14)

We call such a new “MNA” the VNA in this paper.
Since the aforementioned derivation is just to replace the state

variable of by , the resulting MNA has the same struc-
ture as the original MNA, both preserving passivity and reci-
procity when compared to the NA stamping in (4). The new

VNA stamping results in a passive formulation of because
both

(15)
are symmetric and semipositive-definite. Therefore, a passive
model-order reduction can be performed similarly to PRIMA by
finding a projection matrix from the block Arnoldi method.
In addition, according to Lemma 2, the projection by leads
to a reduced model with preserved passivity when the input and
the output are symmetric. By further creating a 2 2 structured
projection matrix similarly to PACT and SPRIM, the reduced
model further preserves the reciprocity and matches twice as
many moments as does PRIMA. We call the reduction based on
the VNA the VOR in this paper.

B. Advantages of VNA

The advantages of VNA are further illustrated. First, let us
compare the VNA with the MNA. Since the VNA with has
a better diagonal-dominance than the MNA with , it results in a
better pivoting to reduce fill-ins than stamping directly. More
importantly, can also be stably sparsified by applying trun-
cation or windowing approaches [2], [6], [12]. When stamping
a sparsified and a sparse , their product is sparse
as well. As such, though two off-diagonal blocks in-
troduce new fill-ins, the additional fill-ins are still much smaller
than the fill-ins of a dense .

Next, different from the second-order NA, since VNA is still
in the first-order form, both the original VNA and the reduced
VNA can be reconnected with the nonlinear devices in SPICE
for the numerical transient simulation. Therefore, the VNA
stamping within a SPICE-like simulator can dramatically re-
duce the factorization cost for inductive interconnect dominant
circuits. In addition, as the VNA is definite at , the expansion
point can be selected at . As such, tree-traversal
algorithms such as RICE [17] can be extended to handle the
inductance-sparsified trees.

However, to handle most nontree interconnects such as buses
and meshes, we need to explore the sparsity and hierarchy of
state matrices at the block level. As such, we further introduce
a BBD-structured state matrix and its block-structure-preserved
model-order reduction.

IV. BORDERED BLOCK DIAGONAL MATRIX

One efficient solution for a large-scale network is to
apply the network decomposition [23]–[25], which usually re-
sults in a state matrix with a BBD structure. As shown in Fig. 1,
a network is partitioned into a few blocks, and each block may
have couplings to a top-level global block. This is different from
the preordering algorithm such as the nested dissection (NS)
[25]. The permutation in NS may destroy the passivity of the
state matrix.

However, due to the magnetic coupling, it couples each pair
of branch currents, and hence, limits the use of BBD to only
the network. In this section, after stably sparsifying the
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Fig. 1. Two-level BBD rpresentation of a flat VNA circuit. There is no coupling in bottom blocks, but each bottom block is connected to a centric interconnection
block.

mutual inductance, we introduce a matrix-stretching method to
construct a passive BBD-structured matrix.

A. BBD Matrix Stretching

A network decomposition is usually achieved by node
splitting and branch tearing for nodal voltage and branch
current variable, respectively. Though the concepts of node
splitting and branch tearing are not new [23]–[25], the previous
methods cannot deal with magnetic couplings. The BBD matrix
stretching developed in this paper basically introduces new
columns/rows for decoupled nodes or branches. It provides a
way to tear the state matrix with sparse inverse inductance in
the frame work of VNA, which is not discussed before.

1) Stretching of Nodal Voltages: A matrix stretching of nodal
voltages can be described by the following rule.

Rule 1: Assume that two resistive (or capacitive) branches
and are coupled at a common node with a con-

ductor (or a capacitor ). Branch has nodal voltages
and has nodal voltages . They can be

decoupled by introducing: 1) a duplicated state variable
with and 2) an auxiliary state variable for a
new branch current between nodes and .

The corresponding transformations from the old and to
the new G and C are

(16)

and

(17)

respectively, where are the self-conductance/capaci-
tance at each node.

Since the resistor and the capacitor are represented by nodal
voltage, such a node splitting can be efficiently applied to de-
couple the network. The node splitting, however, cannot
handle inductance or its inverse element because inductance is
described by branch current. It is quite possible that two branch
currents at two partitioned blocks are still coupled by mutual
inductance.

2) Stretching of Branch Currents: We call the entries of
the susceptor, which includes the self-susceptor and the mu-
tual susceptor . To cleanly decouple the inductive couplings
between two partitioned blocks, a matrix stretching of induc-
tive-branch currents can be described by the following rule.

Rule 2: Assume that two inductive branches and are
coupled by a mutual susceptor . Branch has nodal
voltages and has nodal voltages . More-
over, has a branch flux and has a branch flux .
These can be decoupled by introducing an auxiliary state
variable that describes the flux difference by

.
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The transformations from the old and to the new G and
C are

(18)

and

(19)

respectively, where . Note that Rule 2 obtains an
equivalent solution by finding a summed equivalent state matrix

This is due to the following node–branch relations in (8):

3) BBD Partition: Under these two BBD-transformation
rules, it is easy to verify that the resulting BBD state matrices
are equivalent to the original and are passive. In the following,
we further illustrate the steps to build the BBD-structured state
matrix with partition.

The first step is to partition the network at . In this step,
the flat VNA circuit at is first mapped into a hypergraph. In
one hypergraph, the nodes represent the nodal voltage and the
branches represent the resistive path for the current; the capaci-
tive path is open and the (inverse) inductive path is short at .
In this paper, we assume that each branch has uniform weight,
and apply a min-cut multilevel algorithm hmetis [28] to partition
the hypergraph into user-specified blocks. Here, the partition

needs to be cautious about the port nodes with external voltage
sources. To guarantee that each block has a path to ground,
we prespecified a uniform distribution of ports for blocks,
where each block has at least one port with an external voltage
source to the ground. A more advanced method based on spec-
tral clustering can be applied to obtain the distribution of ports
by studying their correlation [29]. After the partition, each block
has a size of and has
external ports.

Next, the node splitting is applied according to (16) and (17)
to split the connected resistive or capacitive branches between
two coupled blocks, while the branch tearing is applied ac-
cording to (18) and (19) to tear the coupled inductive branches
between two coupled blocks. The resulting blocks with no
coupling in between are at the bottom level of the BBD, and are
represented by . The top level is the global
interconnection block represented by , which is connected
with one diagonal block by the corresponding
connection matrix . The interconnection block has size
and contains all coupling branches between any pair of blocks
at the bottom level.

Precisely, the resulting system equation is

(20)

where

...
...

. . .
...

...

...
...

. . .
...

...

...
...

. . .
...

...

and

where G, , and .
For each block , the state variable includes the nodal

voltage for the block conductance and capacitance, and the
branch vector potential for the block inverse inductance. Its
first-order VNA admittance is , and is
the excitation-port incidence matrix for external
current sources.

The diagonal blocks are interconnected with by the
torn branches in the border. For the global
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interconnection block at the bottom, the state variable
includes the interfacing current variables for resistive or capaci-
tive node splitting and the new state variable describing the flux
difference for inductive branch tearing. Its first-order VNA ad-
mittance is . In addition, all ex-
ternal sources are counted by for block
and there are no external sources in .

B. BBD Solver

The BBD structure enables a hierarchical solution by a two-
level domain decomposition [25] to solve each partitioned block
independently.

Decompose the admittance into the diagonal and
off-diagonal parts, where the diagonal part is

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .

(21)

and the off-diagonal part is

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .

(22)

Algorithm 1 Solve BBD matrix

1. Block LU-factor of

for every do

(1.1) input: , , ;

(1.2) factor: ;

(1.3) solve: for , for
, and for ;

(1.4) form: , and

(1.5) output: , .

end for

2. Update Interconnection

(2.1) input: , , ;

(2.2) form: , ;

(2.3) solve: for ;

(2.4) output: .

3. Block-backward Substitution of

for every do

(3.1) input: , , , ;

(3.2) form: ;

(3.3) solve: for ;

(3.4) output: .

end for

The overall procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. Each
block matrix is first solved individually
with LU factorization and substitution (1.1–1.5). Since each

is nonsingular, the aforementioned factorization can be
performed at . The results from each
reduced block are then further used to solve the coupling block

for (2.1–2.4). The final of each reduced block is
updated (3.1–3.4) with the result from the coupling current

. Its computational cost is analyzed as follows. Typically,
LU factorization requires flops for a dense matrix and

for a sparse matrix. The computational
cost of Algorithm 1 is therefore for the dense
matrix and for the sparse matrix. When multi-
thread or message-passing interface (MPI) implementation is
applied to factor each block in parallel, the summation becomes
the maximum. Moreover, some block symbolic or numeric
factorizations can be skipped if two blocks have identical fill-in
patterns or even the identical stamped values.

Note that in (2.2), the factorization cost of , Schur’s com-
pliment grows when the size of the coupling block is much
larger than the other blocks in the di-
agonal. This happens when a large number of auxiliary vari-
ables are added after the BBD transformation. For linear circuits
with the structure such as buses, clock-trees, and power/ground
(P/G) meshes, can be effectively sparsified [2], [6] with
the use of structured pruning such as windowing methods. In
general, a sparse and direct extraction of the inverse inductance
can be obtained through the box integral within the vector-po-
tential-equivalent-circuit (VPEC) model [4]. The number of the
new state variable for the flux difference can therefore be well
controlled. Note that since the min-cut algorithm can help find
the minimum nodal splittings, the number of new state variable
of the interfacing current is also well controlled. However, for
circuits with parasitics randomly distributed in the layout, it is
difficult to design a general method determining the physical
screening range for the pruning. Therefore, the size of
may not be under control. As such, an iterative solver, such as
generalized minimal residual (GMRES), needs to be utilized to
effectively solve Schur’s compliment [25].

A detailed discussion of GMRES method can be found in
[25]. The critical step for a successful GMRES iteration is to find
a proper preconditioner. Since usually contains zero diagonal
entries in circuit simulation, in this paper, we apply a banded
block diagonal preconditioner

if
otherwise

(23)

for the GMRES iterations. If the number of GMRES iterations
is , the computational cost of GMRES is about ,
mainly from the matrix-vector multiplication.

V. BLOCK-STRUCTURE-PRESERVED REDUCTION

Although stretching introduces a sparse yet hierarchical
representation, the block size and the overall system size may
still be large. The size of the state matrix can be reduced by
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the model-order reduction by finding a set of orthonormalized
projection vectors , which spans the following block Krylov
subspace:

with

Algorithm 2 BBD-based block Arnoldi method

(1.1) input: G, C, B;

(1.2) BBD-solve: for ;

(1.3) orthonormalize: each column in ;

for every do

(1.4) BBD-solve: for ;

(1.5) orthogonalize: to all ;

(1.6) orthonormalize: each column in ;

end for

(1.7) compose: ;

(2.1) partition: ;

for every do

(2.2) merge: and till a new is nonsingular;

(2.2) orthonormalize: each column in ;

end for

(2.3) compose: ;

The orthonormalization is usually performed by the block
Arnoldi procedure [10]. It needs a heavy computation to fac-
torize the state matrix. As we have formulated a BBD-structured
state matrix, the BBD solver in Algorithm 1 can be applied to
reduce the computational cost during the block Arnoldi proce-
dure. A new block-Arnoldi orthonormalization enhanced by the
BBD solver is presented in Algorithm 2. Clearly, due to the BBD
formulation, the factorization cost in (1.2) and (1.4) can be dra-
matically reduced.

However, by directly applying a flat to project the original
state matrices, the BBD structure is destroyed and the reduced
model is still inefficient to be reused in SPICE. As shown in
Algorithm 2, this can be solved by constructing a structured
projection matrix. The flat is split into a structured

...
. . . (24)

according to the size of each block, where (
, ).

As each is further orthonormalized, it leads to

As such, each column of is still linearly independent and the
total column rank of is increased by a
factor of compared to the column rank of . The

-times increased column rank means -times more poles can
be approximated after projection. Note that sometimes a trun-
cated may become singular and impossible to be orthonor-
malized with previous ’s. As shown in Algorithm 2, we re-
solve this by merging with until the new becomes
nonsingular. This is similar to the deflation/look-ahead proce-
dure in Pade Via Lanczos (PVL) for the same reason [8].

The order-reduced state matrices by become

(25)

where

As a result, the transfer function is

(26)

We call this reduction the BVOR (BBD-based VOR) method.
The reduced model has the following properties.

Theorem 1: The first block moments expanded at are
identical for and .

Since , there are block
moments matched according to Grimme’s projection theorem
[26].

In addition, the reduced system is passive.
Theorem 2: When the input and the output are symmetric,

projected by is passive.
The proof of this theorem is similar to [10], where a symmetry

between input and output ports is assumed. Note that the BBD
form of (20) becomes

(27)

This leads to the following equivalent passivity check:

Clearly, because each block in is symmetric and semiposi-
tive-definite, their block diagonal matrix is also sym-
metric and semipositive-definite. With the use of the congruence
transformation by , the reduced thereby preserves the
passivity.

Since the structured projection preserves the BBD structure,
the BBD solver in Algorithm 1 can be employed further to effi-
ciently solve the reduced system. As sparsity is preserved at the
block level, a sparse solver can still be applied on the top, and a
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dense-matrix solver is then applied to solve each reduced block
with a much smaller dimension than the original.

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the
accuracy and efficiency of the proposed VNA and BVOR
methods. They are compared to the exact MNA without re-
duction, the second-order reduction SAPOR [13] in the NA,
and the first-order reduction PACT [9] in the MNA with the
use of 2 2 split congruence transformation. We have im-
plemented a SPICE transient simulator with the VNA and
BVOR in MATLAB. A modernized SPICE simulator ngspice
(http://ngspice.sourceforge.net/) is used to parse the netlist and
modified to dump the VNA state matrix into a sparse matrix for
MATLAB. The algorithm hmetis [28] partitions the mapped
hypergraph, and BBD stretching builds a transformed BBD
state matrix. As the dense-matrix solver basic linear algebra
subprograms/linear algebra package (BLAS/LAPACK) and
the sparse-matrix solver such as unsymmetric multifrontal
sparse LU factorization package (UMFPACK) are all available
in MATLAB, the model-order reduction and the numerical
transient integration by Backward–Euler with the LTE are im-
plemented in MATLAB for the prototyping in this paper. The
model-order reduction is first performed to obtain the reduced
state matrices, which are further stamped back for the frequency
and time-domain simulations. A corresponding hybrid dense
and sparse solver is developed to solve the reduced model with
the BBD structure.

Moreover, the column-approximated minimum degree (co-
lamd) is utilized from MATLAB as the permutation method to
reduce fill-ins. It is applied at the block level in BVOR and ap-
plied to the whole matrix for SAPOR, PACT, and VOR during
each LU. The scaling is applied when the state matrix is ill-con-
ditioned, where each column entry is divided by the maximum
entry at that row. In addition, the GMRES is implemented in
MATLAB with a pruning factor and iteration toler-
ance , when the size of the interconnecting block is as large
as 30% of the total size. Experiments are run on a Linux work-
station with Intel Pentium IV 2.66G CPU and 2 GB RAM. A
number of structured circuits such as buses, clock-trees,
and P/G meshes are extracted as provided inputs. The sparsifi-
cation method in [6] is applied to obtain elements.

A. Validation of VNA

To validate our VNA formulation, i.e., the VNA stamping of
inverse inductance, we use a quarter-wavelength-long transmis-
sion line (Tline) at 1 GHz, i.e., . We describe
the Tline by a distributed circuit in the PEEC model,
and stamp it in the MNA and VNA according to the circuit
topology of the PEEC model. We then short one end of the
transmission line and compute the impedance at the other end
using VNA and MNA, respectively. Fig. 2 plots the magnitude
of impedance at frequencies between 0.1 and 10 GHz. Clearly,
the VNA stamping can correctly capture the resonant (electro-
magnetic interaction) as accurately as does the MNA stamping
in the whole frequency range.

Fig. 2. Frequency-domain waveform comparison between VNA and MNA for
a one-end shorted Tline at far-ends of buses.

B. Accuracy of VOR and BVOR

We first compare the waveform accuracy between VOR and
SAPOR. The example is an 8-bit bus with 20 segments per bit,
which is similar to the example used by SAPOR [13]. In addi-
tion, the driver is modeled by a 100 resistor and the receiver
is modeled by a 1 pF capacitor.

We first expand first-order admittance in VNA and the
second-order admittance in NA around .
The order of of all reductions is selected as 80 when the
maximum error of the frequency-domain waveform by VOR
is below to 1%. The near-end of the first bit is excited with
a unit voltage impulse source for the MNA/VNA, and an
equivalent impulse current source with source resistor is used
for NA. The response at far-ends are observed. Fig. 3 shows
the frequency- and time-domain responses of the exact MNA,
reduced models by SAPOR and by VOR. As state matrices in
NA are indefinite around , SAPOR shows large numerical
errors beyond 1 GHz. In contrast, VOR has an accuracy similar
to the exact MNA for up to 50 GHz. The reduced model by
VOR is also as accurate as the MNA in a time-domain transient
simulation. However, the one by SAPOR is not included as the
state matrices are indefinite for the initial time step.

The second example is a 32-bit bus with 20 segments per bit,
where shielding is inserted for every 8 bits. The partitioning re-
sults in four blocks, each with 180 resistors, 250 capacitors, and
around 25 600 nodal susceptors. The near-end of the first bit
in each block is excited with a unit current impulse. BVOR is
applied to reduce each block independently. Fig. 4(a) and (b)
shows the nonzero BBD pattern of the G matrix in VNA before
and after the reduction, and Fig. 4(c) and (d) shows those for the
C matrix in VNA. Clearly, the reduced-state matrices preserve
the BBD structure and are sparse. and have the sparsifica-
tion ratio of 16.1% and 14.6%, respectively.

We study the scalability of accuracy versus circuit size in
Fig. 5 between VOR and SAPOR. Since there are many differ-
ently sized circuits with different numbers of ports, all reduc-
tions are performed close to using order
for the convenience of comparison. The standard deviation of
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Fig. 3. Frequency- and time-domain waveform comparison of full-MNA, SAPOR ������ � ��	 and VOR ������ � ��	 at far-ends of buses. The reduced models
are expanded close to �
 �� � �� �	. VOR and original are visually identical. The reduced model by SAPOR cannot converge in time-domain simulation.

Fig. 4. BBD structure preserving of state matrices � and � before and after
reduction, where NZ is the number of nonzero entries. (a) G before reduction.
(b) C before reduction. (c) G after reduction. (d) C after reduction.

waveform differences at frequency domain is used as the mea-
surement of error. As state matrices in NA are indefinite around

, the moment matching in SAPOR breaks down easily and
results in a reduced model with low accuracy. In contrast, state
matrices in VNA form are not singular, and the reduced model
by BVOR has up to 67 smaller error than that by SAPOR.

C. Capacity and Runtime

We further compare the capacity and runtime in Table I.
Column 1 shows three types of circuits, including parallel
buses, clock trees, and P/G meshes. Column 2 shows the sizes
of state variables before and after model-order reductions by
BVOR. All circuits are reduced to macromodels with a similar

Fig. 5. Frequency-domain waveform error scalability between SAPOR and
VOR.

accuracy. Ten percent of nodes in each circuit are assigned
as unit impulse voltage sources. Column 3 shows the fill-ins
before and after sparsification by BVOR. Experiment
results show that the total fill-ins of by the sparsified
VNA are up to 10 smaller than the one by the full MNA.
Column 4 shows the number of blocks used in BVOR.

Columns 5–11 compare the runtime of the original model
in the MNA and the reduced models by SAPOR, PACT, and
BVOR, respectively. The runtime here includes both the macro-
model building and simulation time. The reduction and simula-
tion are performed in the frequency domain. For a circuit with

elements (clktree3), BVOR reduces the orthonormaliza-
tion cost, and hence, is about 5 (13.2 s versus 62.6 s) faster
than PACT when building macromodels. BVOR is also 7 (13.2
s versus 101.9 s) faster to build than SAPOR for the same cir-
cuit. The additional speedup is due to the fact that the first-order
MNA matrix used in PACT is sparser than the NA matrix used in
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TABLE I
RUNTIME COMPARISON OF SAPOR, PACT, AND BVOR WITH SIMILAR ACCURACY

Fig. 6. Runtime scalability of SAPOR, PACT, and BVOR for parallel bus, clock trees, and P/G mesh, all with mutual inductances. Results of macromodels are
compared (divided) with the result of the full MNA.

SAPOR. Moreover, for a circuit with elements (bus 128
20), because the BBD structure is preserved after the reduction,
the two-level analysis in BVOR further reduces the simulation
by 33 and 29 when compared to SAPOR and PACT, respec-
tively. Fig. 6 further shows the scalability of SAPOR, PACT,
and BVOR for three types of inductive interconnects. The y-axis
is the speedup ( ) compared to the baseline of the original
MNA model with dense mutual inductances and the x-axis is
the fill-ins of the original MNA model. Clearly, BVOR shows a
dramatic speedup when compared to other MORs for all three
types.

Note that the size of the interconnecting block is large when
more partitions are used for mesh4. The iterative solver is then
utilized to factor Schur’s compliment. We find that the overall
runtime to build and simulate the macromodel is still reduced
for mesh4 with 64 blocks compared to mesh4 with 32 blocks.
The reason is that the saving of factorization cost from the small
sized block is larger than the increase of factorization cost from
Schur’s compliment. However, we notice that when more parti-
tions are used, the increased factorization cost for Schur’s com-
pliment could slow down the overall runtime.

VII. CONCLUSION

To handle large-scale inductive interconnects, this paper
presents a block-structure-preserved macromodeling by ex-
ploring the efficiency of the matrix structure such as sparsity
and hierarchy. First step is taken to obtain a loosely coupled
inductive network. To stably stamp the sparsified inductive
couplings into passive and definite state matrices, a VNA
stamping is introduced to replace the state variable of the
inductive-branch current by magnetic flux. After the stable
sparsification, the sparsity and hierarchy of state matrices
are further utilized by a matrix-stretching method to a BBD
structure. Such a matrix stretching is the first work in literature
that considers the coupling from inductive-branch currents. In
addition, the BBD structure is preserved in the reduced macro-
model by the block-structure-preserved model-order reduction.
This leads to a hybrid matrix solver to efficiently factor the
resulting system. The dense-matrix solver is applied to solve
each reduced block, and then the sparse solver is applied on the
top. In experiments performed on several test cases, our method
achieved up to 7 faster modeling building time, up to 33
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faster simulation time, and as much as 67 smaller waveform
error compared to SAPOR (a second-order reduction based on
NA) and PACT (a first-order 2 2 structured reduction based
on MNA). Note that most circuits also show a block-level
latency, i.e., a distribution of time constants. Some blocks have
a fast changing rate and some others have a slow changing rate.
A structure-preserved macromodeling algorithm to consider
the block-level latency is developed in [30]. Future studies will
also compare the performance of all these structure-preserved
macromodeling methods.
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